INTRODUCTION
The ground field k is algebraically closed and of characteristic 0. Let Q be a connected algebraic group with q = Lie Q and S(q) = k[q * ] the symmetric algebra of q. Takiff algebra (= a truncated current algebra) of q. Since q 0 ≃ q, we may assume that m 1. Our main result is that under a mild restriction, the passage from q to q m preserves the polynomiality of symmetric invariants. We also (1) discover a new phenomenon that a certain ideal of q m has a polynomial ring of invariants in k[q m * ], and (2) show that the property of q that k[q * ] is a free k[q * ] Q -module does not always extend to q 1 .
The story began in 1971, when Takiff proved that if g is semisimple, then g 1 = g ⋉ g ab has a polynomial ring of symmetric invariants whose Krull dimension equals 2·rk g [Ta71] . Then Raïs and Tauvel proved a similar result for g m with arbitrary m ∈ N [RT92] . This is the classical analogue of the description of the Feigin-Frenkel centre z( g) ⊂ U(t −1 g[t −1 ]), see [FF92] . Recently, Macedo and Savage came up with a multi-parameter generalisation of the Raïs-Tauvel result. Namely, let
generators of the ring of symmetric invariants ofĝ or g e m are explicitly described via those of g or g e , respectively. This goes back to a general construction of [RT92] .
Our main theorem provides a substantial generalisation of all these partial results. To state it, we need some notation. The index of q, ind q, is the minimal codimension of the Q-orbits in q * , hence ind q = rk q if q is reductive. Let df be the differential of f ∈ k[q * ].
We regard df as a polynomial mapping from q * to q and write (df ) ξ for its value at ξ ∈ q * .
If Set Ω q * = {ξ ∈ q * | (df 1 ) ξ ∧ · · · ∧ (df l ) ξ = 0}, and assume that Ω q * is big (in q * ). For any m 1, we then have
u is a graded polynomial ring of Krull dimension dim q + ml.
(ii) the Takiff algebra q m has the same properties as q, i.e., k[q m * ] q m is a graded polynomial ring of Krull dimension (m + 1)l = ind q m and the similarly defined subset Ω q m * ⊂ q m * is also big.
(See also Theorem 2.2 for a description of free generators and Ω q m * .) As is well-known, a semisimple Lie algebra g satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 0.1. (This goes back to Chevalley and Kostant.) Therefore, Theorem 0.1 yields another proof and a generalisation of [MS16, Theorem 5.4 ], see Corollary 2.6. A notable difference between our Theorem 0.1 and results of [AP17] is that we do not impose a constraint on i deg f i , which is a part of the definition of a "good generating system", and do not require the codim-2 property for q (see Section 1 for the definition). A weaker assumption that Ω q * is big appears to be sufficient. That is, our result applies to a larger supply of non-reductive Lie algebras, see examples in Sections 3 and 4. For instance, the canonical truncation,q, of a Frobenius Lie algebra q satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 0.1, see Section 3.2. pendix] . In Section 5, we prove that this property does not generalise to the truncated multi-current algebras of g or the truncated current algebras q m for arbitrary q such that Theorem 5.5 ). This can also be interpreted as follows. Since the passage g ❀ g 1 preserve freeness of the module [G94, M01] , in the chain of Takiff extensions
we loose the freeness of the module at the second or third step (conjecturally, at the third step!). This also implies that, for g 1, 1, 1, . . . , 1 =: g 1 r and every r 3, k[g 1 r ] is not a free module over the ring of symmetric invariants.
Notation. Let Q act on an irreducible affine variety X. Then k[X] Q is the algebra of Qinvariant regular functions on X and k(X) Q is the field of Q-invariant rational functions.
If k[X] Q is finitely generated, then X/ /Q := Spec k[X] Q , and the quotient morphism π Q :
Q is a graded polynomial ring, then the elements of any set of algebraically independent homogeneous generators are called basic invariants. If V is a Q-module and v ∈ V , then q v = {ζ ∈ q | ζ·v = 0} is the stabiliser of v in q and Q v = {s ∈ Q | s·v = v} is the isotropy group of v in Q; H o is the identity component of an algebraic group H.
PRELIMINARIES ON THE COADJOINT REPRESENTATION
Let Q be a connected affine algebraic group with Lie algebra q. The symmetric algebra S(q) over k is identified with the graded algebra of polynomial functions on q * and we
The index of q, ind q, is the minimal codimension of Q-orbits in q * . Equivalently, ind q = min ξ∈q * dim q ξ . By Rosenlicht's theorem [VP89, 2.3] , one also has ind q = tr.deg k(q * ) Q . The "magic number" associated with q is b(q) = (dim q + ind q)/2. Since the coadjoint orbits are even-dimensional, the magic number is an integer. If q is reductive, then ind q = rk q and b(q) equals the dimension of a Borel subalgebra. The Poisson bracket { , } in k[q * ] is defined on the elements of degree 1 (i.e., on q) by {x, y} := [x, y]. The centre of the Poisson algebra S(q) is S(q) q = {H ∈ S(q) | {H, x} = 0 ∀x ∈ q}. Since Q is connected, we also
The set of Q-regular elements of q * is q Theorem 1.1. Suppose that q has the codim-2 property and there are homogeneous algebraically independent f 1 , .
(ii) (df 1 ) ξ , . . . , (df l ) ξ are linearly independent if and only if ξ ∈ q * reg .
Furthermore, if q has the codim-2 property, then for any collection of algebraically independent homogeneous f 1 , . . . , f l ∈ k[q] Q with l = ind q, one has
Definition 1 (cf. [P08] ). An algebraic Lie algebra q is said to be n-wonderful, if (i) q has the codim-n property.
(
Q is a polynomial algebra of Krull dimension l = ind q;
For instance, any semisimple Lie algebra is 3-wonderful.
It follows from Theorem 1.1 that if q is 2-wonderful, then Ω q * = q * reg is big. Therefore, Theorem 0.1 applies to all 2-wonderful Lie algebras. (A more precise statement is given in Corollary 2.5 below.) For instance, it applies to all centralisers of nilpotent elements in types A n or C n , see [PPY, Theorems 4.2 & 4.4] and [AP17, Section 3] .
Q is a polynomial ring, but nothing is known about the codim-2
property. Theorem 0.1 suggests that one needs some tools to decide whether Ω q * is big. In many cases, the following assertion is helpful. 
TAKIFF ALGEBRAS AND THEIR SYMMETRIC INVARIANTS
By definition, the m-th Takiff algebra of q is q m := q ⊗ k[T ]/(T m+1 ). In particular, q 1 = q ⋉ q ab is the semi-direct product, where the second factor is an abelian ideal. For j m, the image of q ⊗ T j in q m is denoted by q [j] . A typical element of q m can be written
) as vector space, and ξ = (ξ 0 , ξ 1 , . . . , ξ m ) is an element of q m * , where
. Then the pairing of q m and q m * is given by <x,
It is sometimes convenient to regard the elements of q m and q m * as "polynomials" in ǫ, where ǫ m+1 = 0. Namely,
Using this notation, the Lie bracket in q m is
and the coadjoint representation ad * q m of q m is given by
is an ad-nilpotent ideal of q m and the corresponding connected algebraic group is Therefore, the presence of codim-n property for q implies that for q m .
A general method for constructing symmetric invariants of q m is presented in [RT92] .
with ǫ m+1 = 0, and expand f (ξ ǫ ) as a polynomial in ǫ:
It is readily seen that
More generally, the following assertion is true.
Proposition 2.1 (see [RT92, Section III] ). For any j ∈ {0, 1, . . . , m}, we have
Q , where l = ind q. Using the above construction of [RT92] , we associate to each f i the set of Q m -invariants F 0 i , . . . , F m i . Now, we are ready to state precisely our main result.
, and assume
that Ω q * is big. For any m 1, we then have
u is a graded polynomial ring of Krull dimension dim q + ml, which is freely generated by the coordinate functions on q * (It is freely generated by the {F j i }'s with i = 1, . . . , l and j = 0, . . . , m.) 
) ξ ∈ q m and using Proposition 2.1(i), one readily verifies that its lowest component is (dF
, where j = 0, 1, . . . , m − 1. Clearly, these lowest components are linearly independent if and only if ξ m ∈ Ω q * . If
. Since all these differentials have a block-triangular form w.r.t. the decomposition × Ω q * of q m * , Theorem 1.1 in [PPY] guarantee us that A is an algebraically closed subalgebra in k[q m * ], of Krull dimension
Furthermore, the differentials of the total set of generators {F j i }, with the value j = 0 included, are also linearly independent if and only if ξ m ∈ Ω q * ⊂ q *
[m] , see [RT92, Lemma 3.3] and Table 1 . Therefore,
For future use, we record a by-product of the proof:
Remark 2.4. It appears that Theorem 2.2 is fully analogous to [P07, Theorem 11.1] , where the polynomiality of invariants for the adjoint representation of q m is studied. 
Corollary 2.5. If q is an n-wonderful algebra for n 2, then so is q m for any m ∈ N.
Proof. Let us check that the properties of Definition 1 carry over from q to q m .
• As noted above, the presence of codim-n property for q implies that for q m . We also have dim q m = (m + 1)· dim q and ind q m = (m + 1)·ind q.
• If q is 2-wonderful, then (df 1 ) ξ , . . . , (df l ) ξ are linearly independent if and only if ξ ∈ q * reg (Theorem 1.1). Hence Ω q * = q * reg and its complement does not contain divisors. Therefore, k[q m * ] Q m is polynomial ring of Krull dimension (m + 1)l = (m + 1)·ind q, freely generated by the Note that if q = g is semisimple, then one can use results of [RT92] only for the first iteration g ❀ g m 1 , because afterwards the algebra in question becomes non-reductive.
Remark 2.7. An essential point in our proof of Theorem 2.2 is the use of Theorem 1.1 in [PPY] . This ensures that the subalgebra A is algebraically closed in k[q m * ] and hence 
. From the assumption on Ω q * and a "triangular" form of {F (2) for any y ∈ Ω q * × A ml , the fibre τ 
H , f 1 , . . . , f l are algebraically independent, and
H is a polynomial ring.
Frobenius Lie algebras.
Suppose that ind h = 0, i.e., h is Frobenius. Then H has an open orbit in h * and the above results apply to
and an important additional feature of the "coadjoint" situation is that Most of these results are due to Kostant [K12] and Joseph [J77] . (Actually, many Kostant's results are rather old and had been cited in [J77] .) Our idea is to demonstrate utility of the Sato-Kimura theory in this context.
polynomial ring of Krull dimension rk g. As explained above, Theorem 2.2 applies to u =b. It is well known that ind b = 0 if and only if g ∈ {B n , C n ,
Let f 1 , . . . , f rk g be the basic invariants in S(u) U . Their weights and degrees are pointed out in [J77, Tables I,II] , with some corrections in [FJ05, Annexe A]. It follows from those data that
dim b unless g = C n . This means that, for all but one case, the codim-2 property does not hold for u (use Theorem 1.1 !).
U is a proper subalgebra of S(b) U . (Actually, one always has ind u + ind b = rk g.) There are two possibilities to construct a suitable subalgebra of b: one is related to the Sato-Kimura approach, and the other exploits the canonical truncation.
-1 -Since B has a dense orbit in u * [K12] , one applies Sato-Kimura results to V = u * , H = B, and U = [B, B] . This shows that S(u) U is still a polynomial ring. Moreover, Ω u * is big for the same reason as above. For all these cases (i.e., g ∈ {A n , D 2n+1 , E 6 }), we have
Hence there is no codim-2 property for u, but Theorem 2.2 applies to u.
-2 -Now, the canonical truncation of b is a subalgebra that properly contains u. Namely, the toral part ofb has dimension ind b. If b = t ⊕ u and ∆ + is the set of positive roots (= roots of u), then one canonically constructs the cascade K of strongly orthogonal roots in ∆ + (Kostant's cascade), see [J77, Section 2] . If K = {γ 1 , . . . , γ t }, then ind b = dim t − t andb =t ⊕ u, wheret = {γ 1 , . . . , γ t } ⊥ . Thus, we obtain that
By [J77, 4.16] , S(b) U is a polynomial ring of Krull dimension rk g. Hence Theorem 2.2 applies tob. The output of this example is that, for any simple Lie algebra g, our main theorem applies to bothb (the canonical truncation of b) and u = [b, b] . These two subalgebras of b coincide if and only if b is Frobenius.
MORE EXAMPLES
We provide other applications of Theorem 2.2 to Lie algebras with or without the codim-2 property. Q is a polynomial ring is the subject of an ongoing project initiated by the second author. First non-trivial results for G = SL n are found in [Y17'] , and the representations of the exceptional groups are considered in [PY17] . The representations of SO n and Sp 2n will be handled in our forthcoming publication. (However, it is not always easy to decide whether the codim-2 property holds for such q.)
Consider a concrete elementary example, where everything can be verified by hand. For an n-dimensional vector space V with n 2, take the semi-direct product q = sl(V) ⋉ nV = sl n ⋉ nk n . The elements of nV (resp. nV * ) are regarded as n × n matrices, where sl n acts via left (resp. right) multiplications. Since
and generic stabilisers for the action (SL(V) : nV) are trivial, we have
(The first equality here stems from [P07, Theorem 6.4] .) Hence ind q = 1 and b(q) = n 2 .
For an n × n matrix η, one has d(det) η = 0 ⇔ rk η < n − 1. Therefore, d(det) vanishes on the determinantal variety of matrices of rank n − 2, which is of codimension 4 in nV * .
Thus, Ω q * is big.
On the other hand, q * reg = sl * n × (nV) * det is a principal open subset, i.e., q * \ q * reg = sl * n × {det = 0} is a divisor. Hence the codim-2 property does not hold here. This also follows from the fact that n = deg(det) < b(q) = n 2 .
Example 4.2. Let Hei n be the Heisenberg Lie algebra of dimension 2n + 1. It has a basis x 1 , . . . , x n , y 1 , . . . , y n , z such that the only nonzero brackets are
. Therefore, Ω Hein = Hei * n and Theorem 2.2 applies here. It is easily seen that the hyperplane {ξ ∈ Hei * n | <ξ, z> = 0} consists of the fixed points of the Heisenberg group. Hence, Hei n does not have the codim-2 property.
This has the following application to centralisers of nilpotent elements: Let G be a simple group of type G 2 . If G·e ⊂ g is the subregular nilpotent orbit, then dim g e = 4 and g e ≃ Hei 1 ⊕ ke.
Example 4.3. Let e ∈ g be nilpotent. Methods of [CM16] provide the polynomiality of
ge for some nilpotent orbits that are not treated in [PPY] . In particular, Tables 2 and 3 in [CM16] list such orbits for G of type E 6 and F 4 . For those of them, where the reductive part of g e is semisimple, we know for sure that k[g * e ] has no proper G o e -semi-invariants, and hence Theorem 2.2 applies. Specifically, the four suitable E 6 -orbits have the DynkinBala-Carter labels E 6 (a 3 ), A 5 , D 4 , 2A 2 + A 1 , whereas all six F 4 -orbits are suitable for us.
Example 4.4. Associated with any parabolic subalgebra p of g, there is an interesting contraction of g, which is called a parabolic contraction, see [PY13] . If p = b, then such a contraction has much better properties [PY12] . Let b − be an opposite Borel and
where (u − ) ab is an abelian ideal of q and (u − ) ab is regarded as b-module via isomorphism
Q is a polynomial ring, and (3) the degrees of basic invariants are the same as those for g. In particular, b(q) = b(g) and if 
Here one hasq = [q, q], indq = ind q+(dim q−dimq) = 2rk g, and hence
By [Y14, Theorem 5.9 ], S(q)q is a polynomial ring of Krull dimension 2rk g. The situation with the codim-2 property forq remains the "same" as for q, but Ωq * is already a big open subset ofq * (see the proof of Theorem 5.9 in [Y14] ). Thus, Theorem 2.2 applies toq for all simple g.
Example 4.5. Let g = g 0 ⊕ g 1 be a Z 2 -grading of a simple Lie algebra g and q = g 0 ⋉ g ab 1 the related Z 2 -contraction. Then ind q = rk g and the codim-2 property is always satisfied here (see [P07'] latter is equivalent to that the enveloping algebra U(q) is a free module over its centre
Q is a polynomial ring, i.e., q * / /Q is an affine space, the well-known geometric answer to this inquiry is that
i.e., equivalently, the zero-fibre of π Q , π As we shall see below, the general answer to this question is "no". The celebrated positive result is that if g is semisimple, then the zero-fibre of π G m is irreducible and π G m is equidimensional for any m ∈ N [M01, Appendix]. The reason is that the usual nilpotent cone N ⊂ g ≃ g * is an irreducible complete intersection, and it has rational singularities.
Here N m := π In this section, we prove that the equidimensionality does not carry over to the multicurrent setting, even for semisimple g. Letq = q m 1 , . . . , m r be a truncated multi-current algebra of q, cf. (0·1). As in Section 2, we can writeq = i 1 ,...,ir q [i 1 ,...,ir] and likewise forq * ,
where 0 i j m j , j = 1, . . . , r. It then follows from (2·1) and the iteration process (2·2)
(see also Prop. 4.1(b) in [MS16] ). Assume that q satisfies all the assumptions of Theorem 2.2 and set N = π Then N m 1 , . . . , m r ⊂q * stands for the zero-fibre of πQ :q * →q * / /Q. We work below with the case in which all m i = 1. Thenq is obtained as iteration of semi-direct products, the first step being q ❀ q ⋉ q ab = q 1 . Let us investigate the relation between N and N 1 . This will also apply below to the passage from N 1 to N 1, 1 .
Since df i is a Q-equivariant morphism from q * to q, we have
Consider the stratification of N determined by the basic invariants f 1 , . . . , f l . Set
is irreducible and open in X i,N j . However, X o i,N j can be empty for some i, j. It follows from (5·1) that p : N 1 → N , (ξ 0 , ξ 1 ) → ξ 1 , is a surjective projection and
Since q 1 has a polynomial ring of symmetric invariants, with 2l basic invariants F Table 1 with m = 1). Furthermore, the lowest components of (dF ) for all j are the only subvarieties of N 1 that 
This yields a sufficient condition for the absence of equidimensionality of π Q 1 : Corollary 5.3. If there is an irreducible component N j of N such that N j ∩ Ω q * = ∅, then dim p −1 (N j ) > 2(dim q − l). Hence π Q 1 is not equidimensional.
We say that such N j is a bad irreducible component of N . From now on, we assume that q = g is a simple Lie algebra of rank l. Let us recall some properties of the nilpotent cone N ⊂ g * ≃ g:
• N is irreducible and contains finitely many G-orbits;
• X • In the second case, dim p −1 1 (D) = 4(dim g − l) + 1. Hence π g 1,1 is already not equidimensional and then π g 1,1,1 is not equidimensional, too.
Thus, we have proved Theorem 5.5. Let g be a simple Lie algebra. Then (i) N 1, 1 ⊂ g 1, 1
* is reducible;
(ii) N 1, 1, 1 ⊂ g 1, 1, 1 * is not pure, i.e., π g 1,1,1 is not equidimensional.
Remark 5.6. If g = g 1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ g s is semisimple, where each g i is simple and s 2, then g m 1 , . . . , m r ≃ s i=1 g i m 1 , . . . , m r . Therefore, Theorem 5.5 readily extends to the semisimple case.
Although N 1, 1 is reducible, it still might be true that π g 1,1 is equidimensional; in particular, it is likely that the second case above does not materialise. In fact, we hope (conjecture) that π g 1,1 is always equidimensional.
